Merseyside C.C. 07/06/14
Mrs Di Brown
A most enjoyable show with a bit of a baptism of fire in the Olympian class. Many
thanks to Mrs Pinches and Mrs Wray for the invitation to judge and for the warm
Lancashire hospitality. Ross Davies did his usual excellent job of stewarding, my
congratulations on your promotion to Full judge of Siamese, Ross.
Olympian Neuter Male
What a class!!! Many thanks to the exhibitors, you made my first experience of an
Olympian a wonderful one.
O – Collingwood’s IMP GD PR ISADORYOU PINK PANTHER (MCO ds 03
11) MN 13/06/12. Gorgeous boy with wonderful size and substance. Strong head with
good width between his tall high set tufted ears. Excellent expression to eyes, round
and full with oblique aperture and set, and mid gold colour. Strong head with gentle
concave curve to profile, full cheeks, deep chin lines up with the nose tip and the bite
is level. Long strong body with the desired rectangular appearance, with strong-boned
limbs and large beautifully tufted paws, has an absolute “yard of tail” that was
beautifully plumed. Light muted red shading to glossy top coat with pale silver
undercoat, pristine white bib and limbs, overall very good for length and flowing over
the body with full ruff and knickerbockers. Perfect temperament and presentation, for
me he just stood out in what was a very strong class.
R – Brewood’s IMP GD PR NOYNAROCK LARS-MORGAN (NFO n 03 21)
MN 27/03/10. Another gorgeous lad and he certainly knows how to show himself
well. Triangular head with large tall ears that have slight lynx tips to them and
attractive long furnishings, set well apart. Long imposing straight profile, strong chin
and level bite. Oval shaped eyes with very dignified expression, one green and one
greenish brown in colour. Long strong and muscular body with good deep chest, long
strong limbs and large round well tufted paws, beautifully plumed tail just about
balances. Tabby and white patches to coat with white shirt front. Coat long and shows
the two clear layers, with glossy top coat and a woolly undercoat, with wonderful ruff
and full knickerbockers. Handled beautifully and presented to perfection.
Also considered:
Case’s CH & IMP GD PR GEMKIN JAZZY JASPER (PER d 03) MN 11/08/08.
Lovely type to this Persian neuter. Super rounded head with excellent breadth to skull,
ears neat and small with long pale red furnishings, fitting the contours of the head just
right. Eyes round and open, intense orange in colour. Short snub nose with break and
full nose leather, broad muzzle and strong chin, bite almost level but he appeared
reluctant to close his mouth completely, and I did consult the duty vet on this as I
liked him very much. Strong weighty body with deep chest, short strong limbs with
large round paws, short full brush tail. Mid red and white patches to coat with
minimal pattern to red areas and sound to roots, beautifully prepared with full white
ruff over the shoulders and down the chest, overall of very good length given the
time of year, and excellent for texture. Excellent to handle.

Osborn’s IMP GD PR SNOWWITCH SUMMERSTORM (SBI a) MN 25/07/08.
A handsome chap – not in the best of moods but nevertheless handed well. Very
good type with a strong broad rounded wedge head tapering nicely to a well
developed muzzle. Good sized ears set well apart, cheeks full, slight concave curve to
profile with strong chin, bite a little untidy but reasonably level. Eyes wide almonds
in shape with mid blue colour. Long weighty body with strong boned medium length
limbs, tail a little short for balance. Mid blue points nicely matched, gloves and
gauntlets very correct, even wide white tips to front paws, back legs are white and
taper to just below the hocks. Coat good for length but the texture could be silkier
and appeared somewhat sparse in places, minimal for shading thus excellent contrast.
Happier in his pen.
Coward’s IMP GD PR SVALRKATTENS WEST OF THE MOON (NFO a 03)
MN 06/08/10. Somewhat daintier in overall appearance than his compatriots in this
class but very good for type and he still has good substance and bone. Long triangular
head with large wide based ears set high and with slight lynx tips. Profile almost
straight with a firm chin that lines up with the nose tip and a level bite. Eyes open and
oval in shape with good expression and clear green colour. Long well covered body,
good bone to limbs, tail quite short for balance but fairly bushy. Pretty soft blue coat
with pristine white patches, but lacking in length overall and was soft and fine with
little evidence of the smooth water repellent top coat. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
Brewood’s CH & IMP GD PR NOYNAROCK HARALD (NFO ns 03 21) MN
04/07/11. A rather shy boy but excellent for type bone and substance. Good triangular
head type with width between his very large, high set wide based ears that had long
internal furnishings and lynx tips to them. Eye shape and setting correct with good
expression and blue green colour. Straight profile, deep chin and level bite. Strong
neck and very long substantial body, strong boned limbs, tail rather short for balance.
Attractive muted black classic tabby pattern and white with clear silver undercoat,
coat could be a little longer but shows the two clear layers required. A little shy but
handled well, presented in top condition.
Palmer’s IMP GD PR ZINGFRO DUFFY (BRI a) MN 26/07/06. A large strong
neuter boy of very good cobby British type. Round head with excellent width to
skull, full cheeks, small ears with rounded tips set to follow the contours of the skull.
Eyes round and open in expression with mid orange colour. Rounded forehead with
short broad nose, deep chin and level bite. Weighty cobby body with deep chest and
strong hind quarters, strong boned limbs and large rounded paws, tail a little short for
balance but rounded at the tip. Mid blue coat shows a fair amount of tipping today
but is otherwise blue to roots, marginally long and soft in texture, though nice and
dense. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Wardle’s IMP GD PR ADATESH BLUE SNOWMAN (BRI a 33) MN 23/02/08.
Simply enormous – a huge handsome teddy bear of a cat who ran my Reserve cat
very close indeed. Strong perfectly round head with full cheeks and small ears that
were nicely rounded at the tips and set well apart on broad skull. Round eyes, open
and expressive with excellent depth of blue. Gently rounded forehead with short
broad nose, deep strong chin lines up with the nose tip and the bite is level. Super
body type, strong and cobby, stands low on very strong boned limbs with the largest

paws I have seen in a Brit. Paler blue points nicely matched, body quite heavily
shaded but he still has some contrast, coat texture very good indeed, short dense and
crisp. Wonderful temperament, he gave me some very nice kisses. Excellently
presented.
Plaw’s OB IMP GD PR RAINSONG STEVIE GERRARD (ASH d 25) MN
28/06/05. An old friend looking very good today, belying his 8 years and behaving
like a prince. Super type, short wedge head with gently rounded top line, ears large
and broad at the base with good width between and set at the correct angle. Perhaps a
little heavy in the brow, good nose break and blunt muzzle, firm chin and level bite.
Almond shaped eyes with slightly fuller lower edge and naughty expression, mid gold
in colour. Medium length body with a lovely lithe and muscular feel to it, medium
length slender limbs and neat oval paws, tail to balance. Super rich red ticking to coat
with paler tangerine undercoat, short close and satin-like in texture – lovely. Nice to
see him again, excellently presented.
Glaubitz’s IMP GD PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER (SIA d) MN
29/05/09. A stylish and elegant Siamese neuter boy with excellent size to him.
Longer wedge with very good top of head and large open based and gently flared ears
set to almost balance. Snooty expression to eyes of mid blue. Strong profile with
broad nose, firm chin, bite lacking a good deal of teeth but the gums look level.
Elegant body with excellent muscle tone for a neuter, long tapered tail to balance.
Bright red points colour paler on the front limbs, lightly shaded warm white coat that
was excellent for length and closeness of texture. A lovely boy to handle, excellently
presented.
A.V. British Champion Male
GD CC – Lucas’ CH ANTIGUASON SILVER ODYSSEUS (BRI ns 22) M
01/06/12. A handsome lad, not the largest of males but he is still only 2 and he is
weighty and cobby for his size. Very good head, round and broad between his neat
small ears that were set well apart. Full cheeks, rounded forehead, short broad nose,
firm chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle. Round eyes with very good expression
and mid green colour. Cobby body with good depth to chest and strong hind quarters,
short limbs and medium length tail to balance. Jet back tabby pattern on lightly
brindled paler silver ground, all elements present, good butterfly, three spine lines though central one quite narrow, well rounded oysters and several unbroken necklaces
to chest. Coat nice and short, fairly dense and crisp though losing some hair today.
An easy boy to handle and excellently presented.
A.V. British Champion Female
GD CC – Fisher’s CH XZIBIT ELEKTRA (BRI a) F 13/03/12. A lovely cobby
girl of very good British type. Round apple head with very good width to skull, ears
perhaps a touch tall but nicely rounded at the tips and set well apart. Rounded
forehead with short nose, good full cheeks and well rounded muzzle, firm chin and
level bite. Super eyes for shape and expression, round open and the most gorgeous
intense copper colour. Cobby and weighty body, she is very nice size for a female,
short strong limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip to balance. True British
Blue coat colour, sound to roots and excellent for length texture and density. Very
sweet tempered and friendly, presented to perfection.

A.V. Oriental Champion Male
GD CC – Entwhistle’s CH SYBELLA SINNBAD (OSH em) M 08/07/10. A
handsome Oriental Cinnamon lad, mature and masculine with very good type.
medium length wedge with very good top of head, ears large nicely flared and set to
balance. Super eyes for shape and set with very good green colour. Almost straight
profile good chin and level bite. Long muscular and elegant body, long limbs with
good bone, tail fairly whippy but needs an inch to balance. Rich warm apricot coat
that was almost sound with just the lightest of ghosting, good for length and texture
and lying close to body. Said some very rude things but handled fine. Excellently
presented.
A.V. Oriental Champion Female
Two lovely ladies and it was close between them.
GD CC – Brownriggs CH IDEAL CAT ZEBRA (OSH n 03) F 17/07/12. Super
size and strength to this lady yet still stylish and elegant. Very good head with
excellent top line and large open based ears set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set
with excellent expression and very good clear green colour. Small dip to profile, chin
lines up and the bite is level. Long strong body with a very good firm tone to it, long
limbs and tail. Attractive coat pattern, jet back patches that were sound to roots with
plenty of white to almost half in proportion with wide inverted “v” to face, on chest,
completely down tummy and on all four limbs. There is some bleeding of the white
onto the black areas with a small whispy white patch on her back that would be
difficult to tidy up. Excellent for length and texture. Super to handle and presented to
perfection.
R – Keoghan’s CH ALDERSTAR VOODOO CHILD (OSH a) F 19/01/13. A
dainty and stylish girl of very good type. Typy head with very good top line and
large flared ears set to balance. Good profile chin and bite, perhaps a touch over-fine
in the muzzle and marginally pinched today. Lovely eyes for shape set and
expression, and the colour is excellent - vivid green. Long elegant body, has an
interesting outward flare to the edge of her rib cage that you can only feel at certain
times, long slender limbs with neat oval paws, whippy tail to balance. Darker blue
coat, slightly unsound today but very good for length and texture.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Imperial Grand Champion Female
IMP – Palmer’s GD CH STYPERSON SONG BIRD (SIA n 21) F 24/05/11. Very
stylish indeed, not the largest of ladies but is very well balanced overall and has a
good weighty feel to her. Excellent head, balanced and even with super large flared
ears set wide. Almost straight profile, chin and bite good. Lovely eyes for shape set
and expression with deep blue colour.
Long elegant and firm toned body, long
limbs, tail rather short for balance but well tapered. Very dark seal, ticked-based
tabby pattern thus tail rings to the minimum, large thumb prints to ears and a mere
hint of a single cheek tracing to mask. Pale beige body with medium ticked shading
overall, coat short close and very good for texture. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
British Blue-Cream, Lilac Tortie, Fawn Tortie & White Neuter
BOB – Fitzgerald’s PR WAYDANKES LADY BELLA (BRI g 03) FN 09/06/08.
A mature and cobby girl of good British type. Good round head with full cheeks, ears

medium in size and set well apart. Round eyes with good expression and mid orange
colour. Short nose, good chin and bite, well rounded muzzle. Cobby and weighty
body with short limbs and medium length tail to balance. Attractive balance between
mid blue, mid cream and white patches to coat, white to just over the third, on face
chest and some on her tummy, blue patches are sound and the cream patches are
almost un-ghosted. Coat marginally long but has some crispness of texture, is fairly
good for density but losing hair today. Easy to handle and excellently presented.
A.C. Colourpointed Neuter Male
BOB - Wardle’s IMP GD PR ADATESH BLUE SNOWMAN (BRI a 33) MN
23/02/08.
A.C. Australian Mist Adult Assessment
M & BOB – Keen’s GOSSAMYST YANI QLARA (AUM n 24) F 09/07/12. An
attractive female of very good type. Moderate wedge with nicely rounded contours,
rounded cheeks, concave curve to broad nose, firm chin and level bite, medium sized
ears broad at base and well set. Almond shaped eyes with gentle expression. Medium
length body, strong but quite slender limbs, neat oval paws, tail a bit short and blunt at
the tip. Coat excellent in all respects, beautifully misted and it was very very short
with a lovely glossy sheen. Super temperament. Overall a lovely exhibit and her
pattern is very well developed for a relatively young cat. Excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Adult
BOB - Brownriggs CH IDEAL CAT ZEBRA (OSH n 03) F 17/07/12
Oriental Red Kitten
1st & BOB – Smout’s KAMIK TOP CAT (OSH d) M 17/11/13. A well grown
kitten of very good type. Medium length wedge with very good top line and large
ears that were nicely open at the base and very well set. Strong profile with marginal
bump to end of nose, firm chin with a dear little beard and a level bite. Good eye
shape and set with mid yellowish green colour. Long firm body with super long
whippy tail. Bright red coat colouring showing lots of clear spotting at present but
hopefully this will fade as he grows, coat generally sound and excellent for length and
closeness of texture. Very wriggly but not unfriendly, excellently presented.
Oriental Tortie Kitten
Three very nice but very different kittens
1st & BOB – Smout’s KAMIK SUNDAY GIRL (OSH h) F 17/11/13. A very typy
baby with development in keeping with age. Medium length wedge head with huge
bat ears set wide that she really does need to grown into. Haughty expression for a
baby, colour rather murky in tone but some green seen around the pupils. Slight dip to
profile above the brow line, a hint of a pinch today, firm chin and level bite. Long
slender and well toned body with whippy tail to balance. Dark chocolate tortie coat
well mingled with various shades of red and sound to roots, short sleek and very close
lying. Perfect to handle and excellently presented.
2nd – Allen’s ALDERSTAR MID-NIGHT SKY (OSH f) F 01/01/14. A neat and
tidy little person of good type and overall balance and who excels for colour. Even
shorter wedge with good top of head and proportionate ears well set. Basic eye shape
and set good with excellent deep green colour. Almost straight profile with a nice

deep chin and level bite. Dainty but quite weighty body of good length, tail whippy
but rather short for balance. Jet black tortie coat beautifully mingled in deep rich
shades of red – lovely, and really sound to roots, perhaps a touch baby fine in texture
as yet but lying close. Very sweet tempered and beautifully presented.
3rd – Debowska’s METEXA SEXCINN-THE-CITY (OSH q) F 19/01/14. A
beautifully grown kitten of good type. Longer wedge, top line could do with a touch
more width, ears very large and set to follow. Basic eye shape good though she does
have a tendency to widen them, colour yellowish green. Profile good with firm chin
and level bite. Long weighty body with tail to balance. Darker, rather cool-toned
cinnamon colouring with plentiful mingling overall in paler and mid red, sound to
roots, coat short and sleek in texture. A little nervous but handled well. Excellently
presented.
Oriental Bicolour Kitten Male
1st & BOB – Allen’s I PEPE LE PURR DES ROIS SIAM (OLH n 03) M
07/10/13. You don’t see these very often, a Longhair Bicolour, his type is good and
he is well grown. Good head type, even and medium in length with good size ears
nicely furnished and set to balance. Oriental eye shape sand set with good expression,
colour a slightly muddy green. Strong profile with a marginal dip to nose, good chin
and bite. Long weighty body with long strong limbs and large paws, tail almost
balances. Black coat with white patches in all the right places, inverted “v” to face,
that runs down the neck and across the chest, with a narrow line down the tummy that
ends in a large white area across the groin, with some on all four limbs, which just
give him his one third. Coat length good for a kitten with fine and silky texture. A
friendly boy excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Kitten Female
1st – Brownbrigg’s HEMLOCK SOMELIKE IT HOT (OSH h 03) F 12/11/13. A
stylish female, dainty but well grown. Medium length head with good top line and
large nicely flared ears set well. Oriental eye shape and set with yellowish green
colour. Quite a dip to nose in profile, chin lines up and the bite is level. Long slender
but deceptively weighty body, long whip tail. Most attractive coat colour and pattern,
large black and bright red patches with almost half white, inverted “v” to face, across
the chest and completely down the tummy with some on all four limbs. Coat short and
close in texture. There was virtually nothing between her and the boy and could very
well be reversed on another occasion depending on how they both develop. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Tabby Point Siamese Kitten Male
1st & BOB – Young’s SIAMAZING SCULDUGERY (SIA n 21) M 16/01/14. A
very promising baby for type. Super little head with excellent top and large flared ears
very well set. Excellent eye shape set and depth of colour, tending to squint today but
he is teething. Tiny baby growth dips to profile, firm chin and level bite. Firm and
solid little body with long whippy tail. Ticked based tabby markings with single
cheek ribbons, large thumb prints to ears, paler narrow bracelets to limbs and tail
rings just adequate. Pale beige coat with minimal ticked shading overall, baby soft
and fine in texture at the moment. The sweetest person, bursting to come out of his
pen. Excellently presented.

Tabby Point Siamese Female Kitten
1st – Weatherill’s STYPERSON SILHOUETTE (SIA b 21) F 23/09/13. Almost
adult and nicely grown. Quite a strong head for a female and well balanced, with
wide top and large open based ears set to compliment the medium length wedge.
Strong profile with broad nose, good chin and level bite. Oriental eye shape and set
with good depth of blue and brilliance of tone. Long weighty body with long slender
limbs and neat spoon paws, whippy tail needs an inch to balance. Warm mid
chocolate tabby markings, with clear scarab and cheek tracings, paler bracelets to
limbs and well ringed tail. Ivory coat with minimal tonal shading, excellent for length
and closeness of texture. A gentle girl excellently presented.
2nd – Debowska’s METEXA CINNS-IAM-NOLADY (SIA o 21) F 19/01/14
My apologies to the exhibitor, I am unable to submit a proper report for this very nice
kitten as I managed to spill coffee on my notes. From what I can remember she was
well grown with pretty warm toned cinnamon tabby markings and an almost
unshaded coat. She was slightly shy but handled well and was excellently presented,
just unlucky on the day to be up against the older and more finished kitten.

END OF REPORT

